
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an executive creative director. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for executive creative director

Ensures that design solutions effectively highlight product assortments and
address the nuances of specific retail environments, considering both industry
and demographic trends, without compromising brand integrity and
consistency
Collaborate across departments such as copy, marketing, product
development and sales to create and develop signage that supports all every
day and seasonal retailer programs including inline, end cap, and incremental
placement opportunities
Develop solutions to display and house marketing collateral including
inspiration/project sheets and promotional materials to supplement in-store
product presentations, where applicable/appropriate
Ensure packaging team is working with marketing services for legal and
regulatory requirements are met and inform appropriate parties of any
foreseeable problems with project timelines and/or costs
In collaboration with the Executive Producer, build a world class internal
production team and production capabilities that rivals any outside agency
Create global video and POS content that delivers brand awareness,
engagement, and positive brand perception
Develop and execute brand, product and channel creative assets efficiently to
drive engagement and sales
Partner with global and regional outside creative, production and retail
agencies to develop breakthrough creative that meets the creative brief to
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Have respect for what the company has accomplished while bringing new
thinking and suggesting well-reasoned points of view for improving the
performance of the creative assets
Develop creative materials and ensure that all in-house creative and external
creative resources are on-message, on-target, and consistent with defined
brand strategies

Qualifications for executive creative director

Must be willing to travel 30% on average, sometimes more, sometimes less
Must seek (desire) working with diverse and geographically dispersed team
members and navigate a variety of styles and perspectives
Entrepreneurial experience as co-founder/founder
Innovation Consulting experience with F500 customers
Digital Agency experience with Enterprise/B2B deployment
Filmmaking/Animation/Screen Playwriting


